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Background: Hospitals need volunteers to help the injured people during disasters. Thus, it is necessary to prepare some criteria for selecting volunteers. The purpose of this study was to determine and prioritize individual and social criteria for selection of local volunteers in hospitals before disasters, the volunteers who provide health services for victims in disasters.

Materials and Methods: This was an analytical descriptive study in which a researcher-made questionnaire was used to collect the data in 2015. The statistical population consisted of emergency and health managers and experts in hospitals affiliated to Tehran University of Medical Sciences. The sample were selected using Cochrane methodology and calculated as 180 subjects. The data were analyzed through calculating mean, standard deviation, 1-sample t-test, and Friedman test using SPSS.

Results: Based on the results, most personal and social criteria were significant (P≤0.05) and important in volunteers’ selection. The results showed that the most important personal criteria were physical ability and fitness, practical expertise, and voluntary attendance experience with the mean ranks of 4.03, 3.94, and 3.77, respectively. Also among social criteria, prompt response with the mean rank of 7.26, responsibility with 6.25, and conscience with 6.06 have been determined as important factors in the selection of volunteers for health services of hospitals in disasters.

Conclusion: Hospitals could select volunteers based on the determined criteria. Personal criteria of physical fitness and practical expertise along with social criteria of prompt response and responsibility were reliable norms that based on them, the best volunteers could be chosen to perform health duties and decrease injuries in relief and health services.

ABSTRACT

Background: Hospitals need volunteers to help the injured people during disasters. Thus, it is necessary to prepare some criteria for selecting volunteers. The purpose of this study was to determine and prioritize individual and social criteria for selection of local volunteers in hospitals before disasters, the volunteers who provide health services for victims in disasters.

Materials and Methods: This was an analytical descriptive study in which a researcher-made questionnaire was used to collect the data in 2015. The statistical population consisted of emergency and health managers and experts in hospitals affiliated to Tehran University of Medical Sciences. The sample were selected using Cochrane methodology and calculated as 180 subjects. The data were analyzed through calculating mean, standard deviation, 1-sample t-test, and Friedman test using SPSS.

Results: Based on the results, most personal and social criteria were significant (P≤0.05) and important in volunteers’ selection. The results showed that the most important personal criteria were physical ability and fitness, practical expertise, and voluntary attendance experience with the mean ranks of 4.03, 3.94, and 3.77, respectively. Also among social criteria, prompt response with the mean rank of 7.26, responsibility with 6.25, and conscience with 6.06 have been determined as important factors in the selection of volunteers for health services of hospitals in disasters.

Conclusion: Hospitals could select volunteers based on the determined criteria. Personal criteria of physical fitness and practical expertise along with social criteria of prompt response and responsibility were reliable norms that based on them, the best volunteers could be chosen to perform health duties and decrease injuries in relief and health services.
1. Introduction

When a disaster happens to somebody, so many relief and health services are carried out by friends, relatives, and neighbors [1]. It is impossible to predict how people respond in disasters; however, anticipating risks and preparing people to deal with these risks can improve people's responses [2, 3]. During disasters, because of the vast extent of the injuries, hospitals and health centers staff cannot usually respond to all required tasks [4]. Therefore, during disasters, volunteers are dispatched to help the affected people [5]. However, volunteers without adequate skills provide inefficient relief and health services and do not often have much use [6, 7]. Evidence has demonstrated that individuals and groups outside the disasters management system of hospitals who are interested to help during disasters, have negligible benefits and even create problems for the medical staff [8, 9].

Optimal performance to improve the quality of service is one of the most important factors in recruiting volunteers [10]. In order to launch volunteer center at hospitals, it is very important to select people who are able to deliver the highest performance during disasters [11]. Most recent studies have also justified why individuals' performance is a vital issue in achieving the fundamental objectives [12-14].

General review of the factors affecting volunteers' performance identified two relevant categories; personal and social characteristics [15]. Personal and social characteristics influence individuals' beliefs in organizational goals, values, and abilities, as well as their efforts to achieve these goals [16]. This explained how volunteers' personal and social features could be regarded as fundamental criteria related to action plans required for disaster management [17].

Therefore, the foremost important factor in disaster management is human resource management like relief and healthcare volunteers [18, 19]. In other words, the volunteers have not been addressed properly and lack of volunteers' or people-oriented forces' selection model can be quite felt [20]. This weakness is also discovered by reviewing the literature. This is important because in critical situations, if there is no proper plan for volunteers and relief workers, irreparable damages may happen to the bulk of the society [21].

Due to the delicacy of the volunteer management, need for volunteer forces during disasters, and existing research gap about volunteers of relief activities, this study aimed to identify and prioritize personal and social criteria for selecting volunteers in hospitals to deal with disasters.

2. Materials and Methods

The research was an analytical descriptive study, carried out in 2015. The statistical population comprised emergency and health managers and experts (practitioners, nurses, healthcare center managers, and emergency experts) in hospitals affiliated to Tehran University of Medical Sciences. Tehran is the capital city of Iran with high population density, however, it is located on the earthquake zone. The sample size has been calculated as 180 subjects through Cochrane methodology. Sampling was done by simple random method.

In this study, the researchers’ questionnaire involving “volunteers’ personal and social criteria” was used for data collection. The researchers’ questionnaire was based on Marta et al. (1999), Hughes and Black (2002), and Acharya et al. (2016) and consisted of two sections: 1) personal criteria with 5 items, 2) social criteria with 11 items [15, 17, 22]. The items were rated according to 5-point Likert-type scale from 1 to 5 (1=completely disagree to 5=completely agree). The Cronbach alpha was used to assess questionnaire reliability. The Cronbach alpha values were calculated for personal criteria as 0.81 and social criteria as 0.78. The calculated Cronbach alpha indicated that questionnaire has acceptable reliability. The opinions of experts and relevant specialists were used to examine the content validity of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was given to experts and their comments were considered to increase the validity.

The obtained data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive analyses comprised mean and standard deviation (SD). Inferential analyses were composed of 1-sample t-test and Friedman test. One-sample t-test was used to analyze the significance of personal and social criteria according to theoretical mean (according to 5-point Likert-type scale from 1 to 5, theoretical mean was equal to 3) and experimental mean (that is average of participants scores). t≥2 and P<0.05 were considered as the level of significance at 95%. The Friedman test was used to prioritize the criteria of volunteers. All data were analyzed by SPSS 20.

3. Results

Descriptive analysis of study participants showed that 3% of them were below 25 years old, 39.4% were between 26 and 35 years old, 32.2% were between 36 and
45 years old, and 20.0% were over 46 years old. About 65.6% of participants were males and 34.4% females. Around 17.3% were general practitioners, 23.9% medical specialists, 36.1% nurses, 13.3% healthcare center managers, and 9.4% emergency experts. About 15.6% of the sample were working full-time and 84.4% part-time. In addition, 65% of participants had PhD, 8.3% MS, and 26.7% BS. It is noteworthy that 28.3% of the participants had less than 5 years experience, 21.1% between 6 and 10 years, 34.4% between 11 and 20 years, and 16.1% between 21 and 30 years. Finally, in the sample, 8.9% of the participants had the experience of voluntary activities, while 91.1% did not. In continuation, the descriptive and inferential analysis of personal and social criteria of local volunteers are reported based on the experts’ opinion.

Table 1 presents the results of descriptive analysis and t-test of personal and social criteria. The results of mean±SD were 4.67±0.54 for physical ability and fitness and 4.75±0.29 for prompt response. One-sample t-test indicates that among personal criteria, high education (P=0.061) and theoretical expertise (P=0.072) are not significant, however other criteria are statistically significant and there is a significant difference between theoretical mean [3] and experimental mean (P≤0.05). The results of 1-sample t-test for social criteria showed that high public relations (P=0.062) and lack of criminal record (P=0.081) are not statistically significant. Also other social criteria for local volunteers are statistically significant (P≤0.05), in other words, mean of criteria are greater than theoretical mean [3].

The Friedman test was used to prioritize the personal and social criteria for volunteers. Table 2 presents the results of Friedman test and priority of personal and social criteria. Among personal criteria, physical ability and fitness with the mean rank of 4.03, practical expertise with 3.94, and voluntary attendance experience with 3.77 had the highest ranks, respectively. Among social criteria the highest rank is related to prompt response with the mean rank of 7.26. Other social criteria in order of priority were responsibility (6.25), conscience (6.06), honesty (5.91), ethical commitment (5.38), sense of cooperation (4.95), and spirit of forgiveness and sacrifice (4.76).

Table 1. Mean and the significance of personal and social criteria of volunteers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High education</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.70(0.69)</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.40(0.64)</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.58(0.74)</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical ability and fitness</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.67(0.54)</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary attendance experience</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.56(0.74)</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High public relations</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.03(0.83)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work conscience</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.67(0.47)</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical commitment</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.41(0.67)</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.61(0.48)</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit of forgiveness and sacrifice</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.25(0.58)</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of criminal record</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.34(0.56)</td>
<td>-1.63</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

This research was conducted on emergency and health managers and experts in hospitals of Tehran, Iran, during 2015. In this study, selection criteria of hospital volunteers before disasters were identified and prioritized. To be selected, volunteers should adopt specific criteria. The importance of each criterion is determined by ranking of measures.

According to the study results, most personal and social criteria have had significant importance in volunteers’ selection. The findings show that most personal criteria are statistically significant except high education and theoretical expertise. In fact, in experts’ view, among the personal factors, “high education” and “theoretical expertise” were less important. The studies of Acharya et al. [22] and Kang and Cho [23] have emphasized the preliminary level of education for volunteers but has been stated that high level of education for all volunteers is not necessary. These findings were consistent with the finding of the present study.

The most effective personal criteria are physical ability and fitness in selecting volunteers. Physical fitness provides ability to perform better tasks and also prevents the physical injuries and damages. The situation is quite critical and unpredictable problems happen in disasters. Sauer et al. [24] showed that volunteers who want to help injured people, it is necessary to have good physical abilities and features.

Another important personal factor is practical expertise. As it is clear, practical expertise is more important than theoretical expertise. Education and theoretical knowledge cannot necessarily increase the ability of volunteers [25]. It is important that volunteers learn practical and specialized knowledge to deal with disasters [26]. Lack of practical expertise and knowledge in different critical situations could reduce the speed and accuracy in relief missions. The results were consistent with the study of Marta et al. [15].

Among social criteria, most were appropriate in choosing best volunteers. However, some social criteria could not be considered as social factors. For example, lack of criminal record and high public relations were not consistent with other measures and could not be considered as social criteria for volunteers’ selection. The most important social characteristic is prompt response. In disasters, it is necessary to return the normal situation as soon as possible, so speed in relief and health services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High education</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical ability and fitness</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary attendance experience</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed action</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-confidence</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscience</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical commitment</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit of forgiveness and sacrifice</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of criminal record</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is very important [27]. Slow response and negligence in the relief and health services may endanger the lives of the people. Volunteers must be able to provide immediate measures to assist the injured people [28].

The responsibility was recognized as the next important social criteria in the selection of volunteers. Responsibility is an inner obligation to properly perform all duties undertaken. Volunteers with less responsibility may leave duties. It is necessary to prepare scale for selecting volunteers according to responsibility. The study of Hiatt et al. [29] emphasized on marital status and responsibility of volunteers and indicated that married volunteers had more responsibility and stayed with the program significantly longer than single volunteers. The third social characteristic is conscience. Conscience prioritizes thinking over acting, delays satisfaction of the desires and complies with laws and norms of the organization. In other words, people with conscience act according to obligations and duties. Other social criteria were honesty, ethical commitment, sense of cooperation, and spirit of forgiveness and sacrifice that can be considered in selecting volunteers. These results were consistent with previous studies [17, 30] that demonstrated having religious involvement, ethical commitment, sense of cooperation, and forgiveness were important social characteristic for volunteers.

5. Conclusion

There are different criteria to choose appropriate volunteers. This study investigated personal and social criteria. Before disasters we need to select and manage useful volunteers for provision of health services. In this regard, hospitals and health centers should select local people as volunteers before disasters based on the priorities of the obtained criteria.

To achieve this purpose, physical ability and fitness, practical expertise, and voluntary attendance experience could be considered as important personal criteria for the selection of volunteers. Moreover, it is necessary to consider social criteria, including prompt response, responsibility, and conscience. According to the results, we suggest that before disasters, hospitals should assess interested people properly and select volunteers based on the above criteria.

Despite the obtained results, it is necessary to address the limitations of the study. Because research topic is new, similar studies in the field of hospital’s volunteers, especially in Iran were few. Also the study data were merely collected through questionnaires, thus other data collection tools such as interviews and observations could provide more accurate and even different results. It is recommended that future studies investigate the crisis committees and their role in crisis management, to examine crisis committee processes and their relationship with crisis situations, and to identify the role of volunteers as one of the major parts of crisis committees in hospitals.
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